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e are a nation of super-sized portions and supersized people. When faced with the family-sized box
of breakfast cereal, five sizes of french fries, or a
14-in dinner plate, it is easy to forget our world history. In
75 years we have gone from shivering in Depression
breadlines and hoarding food-ration stamps to being an
overweight, super-sized country. Most of us are now
surrounded with a portion-distorted embarrassment of
food.
We find portion distortions in supermarkets, where the
number of larger sizes has increased 10-fold between
1970 and 2000 (1,2). We find portion distortions in restaurants, where the jumbo-sized portions are consistently
250% larger than the regular portion. We even find portion distortions in our homes (3), where the sizes of our
bowls and glasses have steadily increased and where the
surface area of the average dinner plate has increased
36% since 1960 (4). And if our bowls, glasses, and plates
do not distort us, our recipes will. In the 2006 edition of
the Joy of Cooking, the serving size of some entrées has
increased by as much as 42% from some recipes in the
first edition of 1931.
This commentary addresses four questions: (a) Who is
portion-size prone? (b) Why do portion sizes lead us to
overeat? (c) What caused portion distortion? and (d) How
can we downsize our consumption norms?
WHO IS PORTION-SIZE PRONE?
Carefully controlled studies of portion size have been
conducted with populations as diverse as economically
disadvantaged, poorly educated children to affluent,
highly educated professors (5,6). Recent studies even suggest that portion distortion begins as early as 3 years of
age (7-9). Whether a child or an adult, whether a dieter or
a nondieter, whether an American or a European,
whether a 5th grader from Nova Scotia or a world-renowned nutrition researcher, the impact of portion size
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on intake is more similar than different: people tend to
eat more from larger-sized restaurant portions (in the
general range of 30% to 50% more) (10) and they tend to
serve themselves, and eat more from larger-sized packages (in the general range of 20% to 40% more) (11).
When it comes to biasing how much food a person eats,
portion size is no respecter of person, position, or profession. Although more affluent, informed, resolved individuals may be more able to avoid buying the larger size to
begin with, once it is in front of them, or once they begin
to serve themselves onto a 14-in plate, dozens of studies
show they behave more similarly than not.
This was vividly illustrated in our recent study in the
American Journal of Preventive Medicine, in which 85
graduate students and nutrition science professors—
many of them internationally renowned—were invited to
an ice cream social to share in a celebration for a colleague. On their arrival, they were given either a medium
(17 oz) or large (34 oz) ice cream bowl and a medium (2 oz)
or large (3 oz) ice cream scoop. Although they were not
economically disadvantaged, uninformed, or uneducated,
the experts who were given large ice cream dishes served
themselves 31% more ice cream. Furthermore, those
given the combination of the large dishes and the large
scoops served themselves 53% more ice cream than those
given small bowls and small scoops (12).
Although studies in the 1970s suggested that obese
people might be more portion-size prone than less-obese
people, most of the studies since then have shown that
portion size influences people of all weights. Some recent
studies, including the one published by Colapinto and
colleagues in this issue of the Journal (13), suggest that
income may relate to size-based preferences, but there is
no evidence that lower-income people are more prone to
overserving themselves from larger packages or overeating from larger portions than higher-income people with
similar levels of dietary restraint. Package size, serving
size, and dishware size all influence how much all of us
eat.
Not only is portion size no respecter of person, it also
seems to have no regard for whether a person is hungry or
whether they even care for the food. During one study in
a Chicago suburb, moviegoers who had just finished
lunch were randomly given free medium-size or large-size
buckets of stale popcorn to eat during their movie. Although they were not hungry and although the popcorn
was stale, they ate 51% more popcorn from the large than
the medium buckets (14). This was repeated in a Philadelphia suburb using 14-day-old popcorn at a nighttime
movie. Again, although they were not hungry (they had
eaten dinner before the movie) and although the food was
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Figure. Why portion sizes lead us to overeat.

not good, those moviegoers given the large buckets ate
35% more of the stale, 14-day-old popcorn (15).
WHY DO PORTION SIZES LEAD US TO OVEREAT?
It has often been suggested that we overeat from larger
portions because we have a tendency to “clean our plate”
(16). Although this may seem to describe why many people eat what they are served, it does not explain why they
do so or why they may have overserved themselves in the
first place. The Figure suggests two reasons why portion
size may have a ubiquitous, almost automatic influence
on how much we eat. First, portion sizes create our consumption norms. Second, we underestimate the calories
in large portion sizes.
Portion Sizes Create Our Consumption Norms
People can be very impressionable when it comes to how
much they will eat. There is a flexible range as to how
much food an individual can eat (17), and one can often
“make room for more” (18). For this reason, if a person
generally eats 8 oz of pasta for dinner, he or she may be
quite content eating 6 to 10 oz of pasta for dinner without
feeling either overly hungry or overly full.
A key part of the Figure is the role of consumption
norms. For many individuals, determining how many
ounces of pasta to serve themselves for dinner is a relatively low-involvement behavior that is a difficult nuisance to repeatedly and accurately monitor. As a result,
people tend to rely on consumption norms to help them
determine how much they should consume. Food-related
estimation and consumption behavior can be based on
how much one normally buys or normally consumes (19).
Yet consumption can also be unknowingly influenced by
other norms or cues that are present in the environment.
An important theme of this commentary is that larger
packages in grocery stores, larger portions in restaurants, and larger kitchenware in homes all suggest a
consumption norm that very subtly influences how much
people believe is appropriate to eat.
Large-sized packages, large-sized restaurant portions,
and large-sized dinnerware all have one thing in com-
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mon. They all perceptually suggest to us that it is more
appropriate, typical, reasonable, and normal to serve and
to eat more food than smaller plates or smaller packages
would instead suggest (20). These all implicitly influence
our personal consumption norm for that situation. This
use of consumption norms, as with normative benchmarks in other situations, may be relatively automatic
and may often occur outside of conscious awareness (21).
This is what makes these norms so powerful. Even
when made aware of them, most people are unwilling to
acknowledge that they could be influenced by something
as seemingly harmless as the size of a package or plate.
Even when shown that larger packages and plates lead
them to serve an average of 31% more food than matched
control groups, 94% of the diners in four of our field
studies resolutely maintained that how much food they
served and ate was not influenced by the size of package
or plate they had been given (22).
We Underestimate the Calories in Large Portions
The second key part of the Figure is the role of consumption monitoring. When people pay close attention to what
they eat, they tend to eat less. Unfortunately, large portion sizes can either bias people or confuse their estimate
of how much they have eaten.
Not surprisingly, how much we end up eating in a
distracting environment is partly determined by whether
we pay attention to (or attempt to monitor) how much we
eat (23). In lieu of monitoring how much we eat, we can
instead use cues or rules of thumb (such as eating until a
bowl is empty) to gauge how much is the appropriate
amount for us to consume. Unfortunately, using such
cues and rules of thumb can yield biased estimates and
unexpected surprises. In one study, unsuspecting diners
were served tomato soup in bowls that were being refilled
from tubing that ran under the table, through the table,
and into the bottom of the bowls. People eating soup from
these “bottomless” bowls ate 73% more soup than those
eating from normal bowls, but they estimated that they
ate only 4.8 calories more (24).
Our inability to monitor or estimate how many calories
we eat becomes increasingly less accurate as portion sizes

increase. It used to be believed that obese people were
worse at estimating the calories in their meals than normal-weight people (25). This was even believed to be a
contributing cause of their obesity (26). Our recent findings in the Annals of Internal Medicine have instead
shown that this apparent bias is caused by the size of the
meals, not the size of people (27). All people of all sizes—
even registered nurses and dietitians—are inaccurate at
estimating the calories from large portions (28). Although
it initially seems that heavier people are worse estimators of what they eat, they are just as inaccurate at
estimating a 2,000-calorie lunch as are their normalweight colleagues. The answer is meal size, not people
size.
With any large-size portion of food—such as a large bag
of potato chips—a lot of calories can be eaten before there
is any noticeable difference that the supply has decreased. It does not matter how accurate or how diligent
a person is at estimating calories, larger portions can
obscure any such changes, leading people to eat past the
point where they wish they would have stopped.
WHAT CAUSED PORTION DISTORTION?
Portion distortion in American restaurants seems to have
caught momentum in the late 1970s (2). This coincided
with an increasing geographic saturation of fast-food
franchises and its accompanying proliferation of inexpensive, convenient dining options (29). With a multitude of
different places where one could quickly purchase a hamburger, soft drink, and french fries, an easy way for an
ambitious franchise to position itself in the foodscape was
by giving more food for only a small increase in price.
Given the low food costs of french fries and drinks, they
were natural targets for size escalation. Value sizes led to
value meals, and value meals at one restaurant led to
larger value meals at the restaurant across the street.
History repeated itself 20 years later with the mid-level
casual dining restaurants. As their popularity and rivalry
increased in the 1990s, so did their attempts to create
perceptions of value. They too began trying to differentiate themselves by offering more and more food for less
and less money.*
Do these restaurants super-size their portions because
they want us to become fat? No restaurant is specifically
in business to make you fat. If you buy a super-sized meal
and throw half of it away, it will make no difference to
them or to their profitability. They are in business to sell
you food, not to make you clean your plate.
The same portion distortion we see in restaurants can
be found with the wide range of sizes offered in supermarkets. With the introduction of less expensive generic

*Why do we not see the same degree of portion distortion
in other countries, such as in Europe? One explanation
has to do with the density of restaurant franchises in
America versus abroad. Without the high density of “me
too” franchises, European restaurants are more highly
differentiated from each other. As a result, there is less
attempt for consumers to try and compare them using a
common denominator such as the size of the hamburger
or the number of fries per Euro.

products, the managers of many popular brands realized
that the best way to compete was not through price wars,
but through size wars. They could maintain their exclusive positioning, but “add value” by offering larger sizes
that cost progressively less per ounce. This resulted in
huge boxes of cereal and even double-packs that are often
found in warehouse club stores. Our desire for value at
the cash register led to larger sizes that cost us less and
less.
The same super-sizing that has happened with serving
sizes in restaurants and with package sizes in grocery
stores also has been happening in our homes (30). As
plate sizes, bowl sizes, and glass sizes have increased, by
36% in some cases, so have our assumptions of how much
we need to eat and drink to be full (4). Escalations in
dishware size lead to a dutiful escalations in how much
people see as appropriate amounts to eat. Whereas 6 oz of
pasta on an 8-in plate looks like a reasonable portion, the
same 6 oz on a 12-in plate would look more like an
appetizer. As a result, the typical person would add more
pasta to the plate—as the research editorial in this issue
of the Journal emphasizes (31).
Portion distortion was a predictable economic consequence of people wanting more value for their money (32).
What becomes concerning is that it may gradually increase our own internal level of how much we think we
need to eat before we are full (33). As 4-oz hamburgers
pave the way for 5-oz and 6-oz burgers, so may our adaptation level of how much we think we need to eat in other
contexts before we will be full. A real danger of portion
distortion is how it may exaggerate how much we think
we need to eat when eating at home.
HOW CAN WE DOWNSIZE OUR CONSUMPTION NORMS?
Most of us joined the American Dietetic Association because we believe in the importance of nutrition and we
believe in the importance of education. The problem with
the portion sizes suggested by large packages, large restaurant servings, and large dinnerware is that education
is not the answer. Knowing we will serve and eat more
will not prevent us— or our clients—from serving more
and eating more.
Two years ago I spent 90 minutes explaining to 65
intelligent, motivated graduate students that if I presented them with a 1-gallon serving bowl of Chex Mix
(General Mills, Inc, Minneapolis, MN) they would serve
themselves and eat more than if I instead presented them
with two half-gallon bowls. To make this point vividly
clear, I lectured to them, showed them videotapes, asked
them to go through a demonstration, and separated them
into four-person groups to discuss strategies that they
could use to prevent this from happening. In addition
to being motivated and intelligent, they were now
educated— highly educated— on one topic: If presented
with a 1-gallon serving bowl of Chex Mix, they will
serve themselves and eat more than if they were instead presented with two half-gallon bowls.
Six weeks after their 90-minute coaching session, I
invited these same students to a Superbowl party at a
local sports bar, complete with free snacks. On arriving,
half were led to one room where they were presented with
1-gallon serving bowls of Chex Mix, and the other half
were led to a different room where they were presented
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with twice that number of half-gallon serving bowls of
Chex Mix. Although intelligent, motivated, and highly
educated about the danger of large serving bowls, those
people serving themselves from the 1-gallon bowls served
themselves 53% more Chex Mix and ate 92% of what they
served (34). When asked at the end of the evening if the
size of the serving bowl influenced how much they took,
all but two denied the possibility.
Is education the answer? The answer is not in telling
clients to remind themselves not to overeat from large
packages, large servings, and large dinnerware. The answer is for them to eliminate large packages, large servings, and large dinnerware from their lives. It is much
easier for a person to change his or her environment than
to change his or her thinking.
This can be done painlessly and in small steps. A shopper can buy smaller sizes, or create his or her own singleportion servings by subdividing the bargain-size bag into
smaller ones. A restaurant diner can split the fries, order
two appetizers instead of an entrée, or have half the
dinner packed to go. A home diner can replace large
tableware with smaller plates, bowls, and glasses and can
use smaller serving bowls and serving spoons, while also
keeping the large packages or containers off the table and
out of sight.
Just as larger portions have gradually led to supersized appetites, smaller portions may gradually lead to
downsized appetites. We first need to change our personal
environment. Only then do we change our minds.
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